Embassy of India
Dakar
RFP No. DAK/GEN/551/01/2020

Dated:- 21.04.2020
CORRIGENDUM

Please refer to Tender ID No. 2020_MEA_529923_1 dated 01.04.2020 published on
CPP Portal by Embassy of India, Dakar for Redevelopment and Maintenance of Website of
EOI, Dakar and migration on Virtual private Cloud Infrastructure. This corrigendum is being
issued to incorporate the following changes in the tender document based on the clarifications
received from various stakeholders:1) Due to ongoing pandemic situation, the purchase/technical committee has decided
for extension of following dates, new dates are as below:Clarification end date
06.05.2020
1700 hrs
Bid Submission end date
07.05.2020
1500 hrs
Bid opening date
08.05.2020
1530 hrs
2) Due to ongoing pandemic situation, the purchase/technical committee has decided
for partial modification of Para 5(C) of tender document. The bids can now be
submitted through E-mail in the form of Docx. or pdf. password protected
documents. The password for the documents has to submitted in a separate
mail.
3) Page No 8, Point No-6, under section 'Minimum Eligibility Criteria', it is mentioned
that "The bidder should have completed at least 2-3 orders for website development
and maintenance for Indian missions during the past five years i.e. 2014 – 2019
with India missions in abroad ". The term Indian missions above may be
substituted with Indian government ministry/department.
4) The heading of the document itself has two parts as mentioned below.
Redevelopment and Maintenance of Website of Embassy of India, Dakar
and Migration of Embassy website to VPS. Does this mean that we have two goals?
One is to redesign the Website of Embassy of India, Dakar and the second is the
Migration
of
Embassy
website
to
VPS.
If
so
the
website https://embassyofindiadakar.gov.in/ comes under which category? Is this
being to be redesigned or this is the one to be migrated to VPS? Yes, there are two
goals that need to be fulfilled one is redevelopment and other is Migration to
VPS. Though Embassy’s website is already migrated to VPS, selected vendor
may continue with same VPS or may migrate to new VPS. Hosting of website is
annual affair, which needs to be undertaken by the selected vendor.
5) In the objectives (A. Website Management) it is mentioned as "Redesign and
development of existing websites of Embassy of India, Dakar". Does it mean that
there are multiple websites to be redesigned/developed? If so, which all are they?
Embassy maintains only one website, which needs to be redesigned and
updated.
6) Section under Introduction Objectives -> (B) Website Hosting HTTP/SSL for
hosting of the website Do we need to use the SSL certificates from any certain
authority (free or paid?) or we can use it from any service provider? Paid version:
It is recommended to use services of paid/authentic/genuine service provider.

7) Section under Introduction Objectives -> (B) Website Hosting Website hosting
preferably to be hosted on GI Cloud. Does the GI provide us with a VPS machine
and do we need to install the required software or is that be already installed from
GI side where we can host the website? Or we can host the website in any VPS in
India which is selected by us? As the document says Website hosting preferably
to be hosted on GI Cloud and already stated in point (3) above.
8) 2.1 Scope of Work (j) Develop and application through which Embassy is able to
upload contents remotely" Brief explanation is required for this point. Mission
wishes to upload content as and when required by itself without the support of
website developer.
9) 2.1.2 Website Maintenance A. Upgrade/update content and structure of Embassy’s
current website. Does it mean that to update the content of the existing website
https://embassyofindiadakar.gov.in/) or the new one which is to be created? Do we
need to make changes in the existing website on the above URL which seerest is
finems to be an old one? The URL for Embassy website will remain same
whereas existing website content needs to be update as and when demanded by
the Embassy.
10) 2.1.4 Database management (b) Maintain registered Indian citizen database Brief
explanation is required for this point. Is there any such existing database or any
website related to it where we will get the data or we need to implement the
functionality to allow the Indian citizens to register here and store their data in our
website/database? Or Is it a separate project which is to be done?: It is not a
separate project, this is a part of website management. A link needs to be
created for registration of Indian nationals and that database is to be readily
available with Mission. Mission do have some database which needs to be
merged with futuristic data.
11) 2.1.4 Database management (b) Content archiving in a local server for periodic
review for the content up on need from missions Brief explanation is required for
this point. Does this mean that the database is to be imported in a local machine
located at Embassy office? Database need not be imported in a local machine
located at Embassy. It should be available at local server created by the
vendor.
12) While clicking on the link “Whats New” in the homepage it redirects us to a
subdomain https://asp.embassyofindiadakar.gov.in/eoia/aWn_list.asp which seems
as another website. Do we need to take care of such subdomain websites too? If so,
how many such websites are to be taken care? This subdomain to be submerged
into the main website.
The other conditions of the tender document remains same.

Sd(Yashika Mehta)
Second Secretary (HOC)

Copy to:1. To be uploaded on CPP Portal under corrigendum to published tender.
2. To be uploaded on Mission’s website.

3. To be published on mea.gov.in under the section tenders through PO(XMM).

